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Wireworkers and beaders trying to find the newest strategies in cord paintings will discover a
wealth of latest rules in Make twine Beads, a 64-page, spiral-bound compendium of tips, tricks,
and smart twists to brighten up their most modern bead and twine creations.Designed for either
the beginner and the skilled wireworker,Make cord Beads, written by way of mater cord
employee Lisa Van Herick, presents distinctive intructional "recipes" for every of forty four
various beads. In uncomplicated terms, the e-book information the dramatic results that may be
accomplished by means of simply altering the thickness of a wire, the scale of the dowel, or the
winding techinque.Make cord Beads is the 1st e-book that exhibits how you can make beads
solely from steel and color-coated steel wires. Written in uncomplicated language, the excellent
booklet starts with easy metalsmithing techniques, and strikes into step by step descriptions of
ways Make Wire Beads to make a wide selection of attention-grabbing beads.
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